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Drew Gilpin Faust offers a complex and richly
nuanced portrait of elite southern white women
during the Civil War. The conflict that fundamen‐
tally altered race relations and challenged tradi‐
tional hierarchy in the South also forced women
to reevaluate their place in society. As a result of
their wartime experience,  women "sought to in‐
vent new foundations for self-definition and self-
worth"  (p.  7).  Disillusioned with their  men who
had proved unable to protect them and profound‐
ly aware of their own limitations when indepen‐
dent, they emerged from the war with "a conflict‐
ed legacy" (p. 256). At war's end, women were de‐
termined never to be helpless again, but they rec‐
ognized  the  necessity  of  patriarchy  to  protect
their status as white women. No gender solidarity
here; elite white women set to work to shore up
their men and reestablish a social hierarchy that
assured them a privileged place.  Faust  provides
an elegant analysis of how the Civil War both un‐
dermined  and  sustained  traditional  patriarchal
attitudes among elite white women. 

Drawing on the diaries, letters, and memoirs
of five hundred southern women, in addition to a

vast array of newspapers, novels, songs, govern‐
ment documents, and records of female organiza‐
tions,  Faust  reconstructs  the  changing  sense  of
self that Confederate women experienced as they
confronted the perils of a war fought on their own
soil. The turmoil caused by that war forced south‐
ern women to become "mothers of invention" on
many fronts.  At  the commencement of  the war,
women  moved  from  the  private  to  the  public
sphere. Goaded by "feelings of uselessness" (p. 20),
women organized to promote the patriotic cause.
Building on Jean E. Friedman's The Enclosed Gar‐
den:  Women and Community  in  the  Evangelical
South, 1830-1900 (1985), Faust recognizes the lim‐
ited participation of antebellum women in public
affairs  and  sees  the  war  as  a  stimulus  to  the
growth of female voluntary associations. Whether
it was knitting socks, rolling bandages, petitioning
the government, presenting patriotic tableaux, or
raising  funds  for  the  cause,  these  organizations
brought large numbers of women into public life
for the first time. More, they assumed a different
attitude toward the fruits of their work. Not con‐
tent  simply  to  turn  over  to  the  government
monies  they  had  raised,  women affected  public



policy when, for example, they were emboldened
to insist that their contributions should be spent
for the purchase and building of gunboats to pro‐
tect their homes, towns, and cities. 

While women were inventive in restructuring
households and doing without or substituting for
accustomed goods, the most significant change in
their  lives  came  with  the  assumption  of  slave
management. The peculiar institution was based
on  mastery.  When  responsiblity  for  managing
slaves devolved to women, it challenged the con‐
cept of women as submissive, passive, and subor‐
dinate.  Moreover,  their  inability  to  master  their
slaves (a problem that became greater as the war
ground  on)  ultimately  "did  much  to  undermine
women's active support for both slavery and the
Confederate  cause"  (p.  56).  Frustration  at  their
own inadequacy  and  defeated  by  their  burden‐
some duty to control slaves, "many slave mistress‐
es," according to Faust, "began to persuade them‐
selves that the institution had become a greater
inconvenience than benefit" (p. 73). Illustrative of
the tension between the hold of traditional gender
roles and the pull of women's new self awareness
is  the  experience  of  Lizzie  Neblett.  Feeling  that
she had failed to manage adequately either her
overseer or her slaves, she was ready to give up
the institution altogether; yet she still longed for
"one good negro to wait upon me" (p. 70). 

Representative of  the  complexity  of  Faust's
portrait of southern women is her analysis of Ben‐
jamin Butler's General Order No. 28 in New Or‐
leans  which,  she  demonstrates,  "drove  to  the
heart of the ambiguities in white southern wom‐
en's identities" (p. 209). To curtail women's insult‐
ing behavior toward Union soldiers and thereby
maintain order in the occupied city,  Butler  pro‐
claimed his intention to treat all offending women
as  he  would  prostitutes.  While  recognizing  the
public  power of  women,  he  controlled  them by
threatening their identities as ladies. That was all
it took; women obeyed. As Faust concludes, "Con‐
federate  women  fled  from  the  responsiblity  of

empowerment into the reassuring safety of tradi‐
tion's protective shelter" (p. 211). 

Elite women's struggles to survive in the war-
torn  South  forced  them  into  different  roles  (of
teacher, nurse, clerk, spy, and soldier), new habits
(of reading, writing, and dress), and changed atti‐
tudes (toward religion, courtship, and marriage).
They invented a sense of self, according to Faust,
based on "individual right and identity, of self-in‐
terest, that was strikingly modern" (p. 242). When,
in desperation, they began to insist that their men
give up the war and come home, their demands
were based on their perception that they, too, had
"needs, interests, and even rights, not just duties
and obligations" (p. 235). 

In the end, southern women once again em‐
braced patriarchy. Their rationale in accepting it,
however, had changed. As Lucy Buck explained,
"We shall never any of us be the same as we have
been" (p. 3). The Civil War had profoundly shaken
women's confidence in their men, religion, state,
and  society.  With  clear-eyed  realism,  they
weighed the privileges of patriarchy against its in‐
equities and chose "the cherished prerogatives of
race and class, of whiteness and elitism" (p. 233). 

Mothers  of  Invention is  an  important book
that will be the foundation for future interpreta‐
tions of the meaning of the Civil War to southern
women. Faust has added complexity and ambigui‐
ty to our vision of southern women, and histori‐
ans will hereafter have to contend with many of
the  issues  she  has  raised.  Some will  assert  that
women  had  always  known  the  value  of  patri‐
archy.  They will  ask whether  the  war,  after  all,
was simply a chance women seized. 

Mothers of Invention will require further in‐
vesigations  into  whether  the  war  made  signifi‐
cant,  long-lasting  changes  for  women.  Essential
reading for Civil War historians, it is an evocative
and persuasively  argued reinterpretation  of  the
inner lives of elite southern women. 
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thor and the list. For other permission, please con‐
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